
IEM 1st year – Beril Cosar

Hello! My name is Beril Cosar, 20 years old and

currently first year IEM student. This is my first year in

the Education Committee as a “first year

representative”. My goal in EC is to improve the quality

of the major and help students handle with the

difficulties they may face. As well as being active on

the committee I like playing volleyball, spending time

with my friends and reading books.
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Education Mail Quartile 2

Dear member,

It is time for another Education Mail, sadly with a little delay. In this mail, we want to

inform you about important information regarding your studies. This is the first time

that we included a poll about study evenings in the education mail. This will help us

know more effectively whether a study evening for a certain subject is needed or not.

We wish you the best of luck with quartile 3 and for now, wish you a nice holiday!

With kind regards,

The Education Committee

Hanna, Eva, Loris, Roosmarijn, Sanjay & Beril

Meet the new Education Committee

member!

Are you in doubt whether your Binding

Study Recommendation will be positive?
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Stress Summaries for YOUR

courses

Hand them in here!

In case you had some troubles with exams and are unsure whether you will be able to

continue your studies, feel free to reach out to your study advisor. In case of study

delays or personal circumstances, a meeting with your advisor is useful to develop a

personal study plan to get you back on track! You can reach your study advisor

through email or arrange an appointment through the BMS Planner.

Study adviser IBA�

Lena Ay - l.ay@utwente.nl

Eline de Ruiter - e.j.deruiter@utwente.nl 

Study adviser IEM�

Ellen van Zeijts - e.w.g.vanzeijts@utwente.nl

Cornelis ten Napel - c.tennapel@utwente.nl

We provide you with summaries for both IBA and IEM for all the modules throughout

your studies. These summaries are made by students and are provided to you to

help you study for your exams. The location of the summaries can be found on the

stress website.

As our summary collection is not yet complete or completely up to date, we are

constantly looking to buy new summaries. If you made a summary and want to sell it,

please fill in the form. The education or master committee will check the summary

and if it is sufficient, you will be compensated. Depending on the quality of the

summary the compensation will be between €5 and €15 per summary.

If a summary is not good enough or relevant anymore, please tell us at

summaries@stress.utwente.nl.

What are the most difficult subjects in

your module?
In order to help the students who need it we would like to poll which subjects of the

upcoming module are often difficult. Please fill this poll in for the subjects you are

finding difficult or for the subjects that you already finished and found difficult. This

way we can schedule study evenings with teaching assistants to help everyone pass.

Which module are you following?

IEM module 3 IBA module 3

IEM module 7 IBA module 7A
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Hanna Riecken Loris Regenwetter Sanjay Koch

Eva Torken Roosmarijn van Luijtelaar Beril Cosar

Continue

Questions or remarks
As all students experience, study-related or university-related questions arise, but

you do not know where to go for the correct answer. Maybe you are a freshmen

navigating through all the regulations, requisites and expectations. Or maybe you are

a second year, who never experienced student life without COVID and you feel like

you haven’t had the chance to make any contacts within Stress.

Luckily, we are here to help. Since the association consists of a lot of committees with

their own tasks and responsibilities, every question can be taken care of. When it

comes to study-related questions or remarks (exams, rules, teachers, courses,

lectures), we often can provide you with an answer. When we cannot answer it right

away, we are always there to help you further. Therefore, do not hesitate to contact

us!

You can of course walk into the Stress Office during office hours, but for your

convenience we have made a list of our personal mail addresses within the

committee. To these mail addresses you can send your questions and/or remarks at

all times.

The blue button are the representatives for IBA, ordered from year 3 to 1. The orange

buttons are the IEM representatives, also ordered form year 3 to 1. The last button is

the Commissioner of Educational Affairs for Stress, who you can also contact for all

questions. 

Anniek Pelleboer

Summary bundles
A new module means new summary bundles! If you are interested in having printed

versions of the online summaries you can order them in our webshop! Do this before

the 1st of March, because we will order them all at once! 

IBA module 7B
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Hallenweg 17, Enschede

Netherlands
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Coming panel meetings
IBA

Module 3� The 24th of March in the break

Module 7A� The meeting for DMNB will be the 17th of March in the break

Module 7B� The meeting for SUM will be the 23rd of March in the break

Module 11� The 15th of March in the break

IEM

Module 3� The 2nd of March in the break

Module 7� The 10th of March in the break

Module 11� The 9th of March in the break

Pick up your graduation gift!
As we are very grateful for members who are active within our association we give

out graduation gifts to our active members. So if you are graduating or did graduate

recently, don't forget to come by the room and pick up a gift!

Study Association Stress
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